English Language Development Handbook/Program for
English Learners in Pickens County Schools
2018-2019
Initial Procedures and Identification of ELs:
1.
Upon entry, ALL students complete the Home Language Survey questions that
are required by the state as a part of the student enrollment packet. A copy of this
portion of the registration document should remain in the student’s ESOL blue folder,
which is a part of the permanent record, regardless if the student qualifies for services
or not
2.
If the answer to any one of the questions is something other than English, the
central registration intake clerk notifies the district ESOL Director via email. The district
ESOL Director will then notify the school where the child will be attending. The student
is identified as a PHLOTE student because the primary or home language is something
other than English. In compliance with federal law, all PHLOTE students must be
screened to see if they are eligible for language assistance.
3.
Upon notification of the new PHLOTE student as described in #2 above,
identified ESOL personnel serving that school should administer the WAP-T or WIDA
screener as soon as possible but not to extend past 30 days of enrollment. The
screening instrument (WAP-T or WIDA screener) depends on grade level under the
guidance of Ga DOE. (State ESOL Resource Guide 2019, pgs. 5-8)
4.
After administering the screener, the teacher will notify administration and central
data collection via email if the student should be coded EL or not based on the state
flow chart. The ESOL District Directors should also be informed by email.
● Notification to parents is done on phone or in a conference and followed up with
written notification.

5.
In the case of elementary school students, Harmony Elementary has been
identified as the cluster center.
● If student is zoned for another elementary school, transportation is organized so
that the student will be transported to the ESOL cluster center if the parents
choose this option.
● Conferences or phone calls are made to make sure that parents have a clear
understanding of their right to deny or accept this option. This is followed up with
written documentation.
● If parents deny this option, the student will be indirectly served at his/her home
school.

Transfer students
6.
If a student moves from another school, central registration notifies the district
ESOL Director and contact is made with the former school to see if the child was
receiving ESOL services. If the child was eligible to receive services at their previous
school and there are official records to support that, the student will immediately begin
receiving service.
7. Special Situations: If a student has transferred from a WIDA state and was being
served in ESOL, the student automatically qualifies to continue services and no WAP-T
score is necessary. As long as a student is/was enrolled at the time of transfer (or at
the end of the school year and enrolls at the beginning of the year), there is no need for
screening. The student is deemed eligible by virtue of his screening in the other state
and should begin receiving services immediately. (ESOL State Resource Guide 2019,
pg. 5)
8. If a student was screened in a non-WIDA state and was found not-eligible by the
state’s criteria, the school may rescreen using the appropriate WIDA eligibility
assessment.
9. If the HLS responses for a foreign exchange student indicate a primary language
other than English, the student must be screened for eligibility for language assistance
services. (ESOL State Resource Guide 2019, pg. 5)

Waiving Services:
Some parents of students identified as ELs may choose to waive language assistance
services for their child; however, school districts are still held responsible for providing
language support under Office for Civil Rights law.. The school administration and Lead
ESOL teacher will develop an alternate means of providing the student with support for
language development and proficiency outside of structured ESOL classes.
Parents who waive services must do so in writing on an annual basis and
evidence of the written documentation is kept in the ESOL folder in the permanent
record. A form for waiving services is available in the Form Bank.
Although the parents may have chosen to waive a formal language assistance program,
the student has been identified and coded as an EL and will continue to be coded as
such until the student reaches an English proficiency level that meets the state
requirements for exiting language assistance services. ELs whose parents have waived
services are still eligible for accommodations on standardized tests and their English
language proficiency skills must be assessed on an annual basis until they meet
eligibility criteria. (ESOL State Resource Guide 2019, pg. 13)

Assessing English Learners:
ACCESS for ELLs is administered in January and February each year to all English
learners in Georgia. It is a standards-based, criterion referenced English language
proficiency test designed to measure English learners’ social and academic proficiency
and progress in English. It assesses social and instructional English as well as the
language associated with language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies
within the school context across the four language domains of speaking, listening,
reading, and writing. ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 meets the Title I mandate in the Every
Student Succeeds Act of 2015 that requires states to evaluate all ELs in grades K
through 12 on their progress in learning to speak English.
All students identified as ELs must take the ACCESS for ELLs, including students
whose parents have waived ESOL services; however, students who have formally
exited language assistance services and are in monitored status (EL-M) are not
administered the assessment.

The Alternate ACCESS:
The Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA; 2015) requirement to assess all students
identified as ELs annually for English language proficiency, includes students who
receive special education services. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA; 2004) also mandates that students with disabilities participate in statewide and
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including alternate assessments with appropriate accommodations, when it is
documented in their Individualized Education Programs (IEP).
WIDA created the Alternate ACCESS for ELLs to meet federal accountability
requirements and to provide educators with a measure sensitive to English language
proficiency growth of ELs with significant cognitive disabilities. The Alternate ACCESS
for ELLs is an assessment of English language proficiency (ELP) for students in grades
1 -12 who are classified as English learners and have significant cognitive disabilities
that prevent their meaningful participation in the ACCESS for ELLs assessment.
The Alternate ACCESS for ELLs aligns with the WIDA Alternate English Language
Proficiency levels designed to expand upon Level P1 - Entering, by increasing the
sensitivity of the measure for students who have significant cognitive disabilities. The
alternate ELP levels give students a chance to demonstrate progress within Level P1.
At this time, Georgia ELs assessed with the Alternate ACCESS for ELLs are not eligible
to be exited from language assistance services.

Continuing Services:
As ELs reach proficiency and become ready to exit language assistance services, it is
imperative to ensure that these students have attained a degree of English language
skill that will enable them to achieve academic success at levels similar to those of their
native English-speaking peers. (ESOL State Resource Guide 2019, pg. 16)
When ACCESS results return in May, decisions are made about whether the students
receives continued services or not. Parents are sent a copy of the score sheet and a
WIDA score sheet explanation in their language. A conference with administration is

held and a copy of score sheets with data analysis of these scores are discussed along
with progress in language and results of state assessments.
To make certain that a continuity in the process for qualifying or discontinuing services
is evident, we have established the following procedures:

1.  We follow the state flow chart that indicates qualifying scores. (ESOL State
Resource Guide 2019, pg. 19)
2.
Students with qualifying scores are identified with the EL-M code for the following
school year and parents are notified with a document in their home language.. A sticker
is placed on their permanent record to indicate the new code and years of monitoring
needed.
In order to exit English language assistance services, Kindergarten ELs must score a
Composite Proficiency Level (CPL) ≥ 5.0 with no individual language domain score <
5.0. Kindergarten ELs who do not score a CPL ≥5.0 and who have any individual
language domain score < 5.0 are not eligible to exit language assistance services.
(ESOL State Resource Guide 2019, pg. 18)
All students in grades 1-12 must be administered all components of the ACCESS for
ELLs 2.0/Alternate ACCESS assessment. If the student achieves a Composite
Proficiency Level (CPL) score of 5.0 or greater must be exited from the ESOL program.
3. For scores that indicate a clear need to continue services, parents are notified with
a document in their home language indicating this.

All the forms mentioned in this document and a copy of our procedures are made
available to each school through the following website:
http://tracibuckingham4.wixsite.com/esol
Under the tab: For ESOL Personnel

Services for Monitored Students:
Title III law requires that districts monitor ELs for two calendar years following exit from
language assistance services. If an exited student transfers from another state or a
private school and the two year monitoring was not completed prior to enrollment, the
school is required to monitor the student for the remainder of the monitoring period. If a
student transfers from another district in Georgia the two year monitoring cycle must be
completed also. The school must maintain documented evidence that the student was
monitored throughout the two-year monitoring phase.
It is important for regular education teachers to recognize that exited ELs will need
ongoing support as they continue to work toward grade-level academic language
performance. ELs may still need help in making connections between new information
and their background knowledge. They may also need to be guided in organizing
information and in assessing their own learning. Teachers may need to make
adaptations to content material and present it to all second language learners in a less
demanding language format. It is also important for a teacher to note the progression of
an exited student's academic skills in order to increase the complexity with which
information is provided as the student becomes more cognitively proficient. Teachers
should also provide students with increasing opportunities to demonstrate what they
know by using a variety of formative and summative assessments. The goal of most
second language students is to function as proficient learners in the classroom. ELs
take responsibility for their learning at their individual language-proficiency level. If ELs
are given tasks beyond their current functional level of language proficiency, they may
not be able to complete them successfully and they may lose their motivation to
succeed.

Monitored students should be coded EL-M for student data and receive standard
accommodations as needed and outlined in their TPC plan. If a student struggles
during this two year monitoring, differentiating techniques need to be re-evaluated to
determine if they are being used in the way that meets the student needs. Are they
specific techniques for the second language learner? The teacher also needs to make
sure that this lack of success is made aware to the RTI team. The TEAM should
consider if there are other factors outside of language that could be making the student
unsuccessful. Is the lack of progress truly a lack of language proficiency, rather than a
lack of content knowledge, cognitive issues, or a disability? If it is determined that the

problem is truly a lack of language proficiency, the Language Assessment Committee
should then meet, review the evidence, and determine whether the student should be
placed back into language assistance service. If so, the student’s coding in the data
system will be changed to EL-Y. In the future, when the student again meets the criteria
for exit and is considered proficient, the monitoring period will begin again and last for 2
full years as required. (State Resource Guide 2019, page 21)
Once the two-year monitoring period has ended, the student’s coding for Data
Collections Student Record purposes will change from EL-2 to EL-3 (3rd Year
Post-Exit), then EL-4 (4th year Post-Exit). Following the EL-4 designation, the student
will be coded EL-F (Former EL) and remain as such as long as they are enrolled.
TRANSLATION OF DOCUMENT PROCEDURES
Parents/guardians may request documents in their Home Language by indicating this
on the Home Language Survey(HLS). Principals, assistant principals, and the lead
ESOL teacher at each school have received a list of all students whose parent/guardian
requested Home Language translated documents on their HLS. Translation will be
provided for all documents of great importance or that require a signature such as field
trip forms, behavior reports, notice of conferences or meeting requests, and any form
from the school nurse. This list will continually be updated by the District ESOL
Directors as new Home Language Surveys are received. Any parent may also request
translated documents at any time, even if not on this list. The documents will be offered
in the the language requested.
All documents to be translated should be completed by the classroom teacher using
Google Translate. If assistance is needed, the classroom teacher will contact the Lead
ESOL teacher at each school. If a parent does not understand a document translated
by Google then arrangements will be made to have the document translated by a
certified translator.
The district Code of Conduct and each school’s student handbook will be translated by
the district in the languages needed at each school.
CERTIFIED INTERPRETER PROCEDURES
A certified interpreter is to be used :
● If a parent directly asks for one

● If it is a conference or meeting involving a SPED/EIP student, retention, or a
disciplinary procedure or issue
● If the teacher or those involved feel that one is needed for the conference to be
successful
Our school district has a certified Spanish translator on staff. This person will be used
for all certified Spanish requests if possible. Each school will also have access to LTC
Language Solutions for interpreter needs.

